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What is Auto-tuning?

Discrete Fourier Transform

Auto-tuning in FFTW



Kernels

◮ We want performance-critical kernels to be as fast as possible

◮ Matrix operations, Fourier transforms etc.

◮ They need to be fast on all platforms

◮ Different algorithms and instructions might be better
depending on hardware; CPU, ISA, cache size etc.

◮ Hand-tuning (i.e. writing code for every platform and
configuration) is tedious and error-prone

Portability vs Performance



Auto-tuning
Adapting the kernel dynamically

In the face of a problem that defies even expert appraisal,

empirical methods can be utilized to probe the machine

in order to find superior implementations, thus using

timings and code transformations in the exact same way

that scientists probe the natural world using the scientific

method.

◮ The software adapts to the current hardware it is running on
dynamically



Auto-tuning
Some ways to automatically tune software

◮ Multiple implementations: Use timing data to select the
fastest among several existing implementations.

◮ Parametrized adaption: Run-time or compile-time input
parameters to vary code behaviour (i.e different block sizes
depending on cache)

◮ Source generation: Use a program that generates kernels
based on various parameters (number of registers, cache etc)



Discrete Fourier Transform

Fk =
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∑

n=0

Xne−i2πk n
N , k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1

◮ Slow to compute directly, requires O
(

N2
)

operations for size
N arrays.



Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
“The most important numerical algorithm of our lifetime”

◮ Use tricks to reduce complexity to O (N log N).

◮ If N = N1N2 is composite, the transform of N elements can be
computed by combining transforms of size N1 and N2

◮ There are algorithms for prime N as well.



Cooley-Tukey

◮ Example with N = 2l , reduces to transform of even (E ) and
odd (O) terms separately.
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Computation can be viewed as a tree of smaller and smaller DFTs



Auto-tuning in FFTW
Fastest Fourier Transform in the West

Generator Generate optimized C-code (“codelets”) for small
input (say N < 128)

Planner Select a decomposition of the full transform into
codelets, based on empirical performance
measurements (at run-time).



Codelet Generator
genfft

◮ Takes an integer N and outputs highly optimized C-code for
computing DFTs of size N.

◮ genfft(64) → ~2400 LOC; 912 additions and 248
multiplications

1. Generate DAG

2. Simplify

2.1 Transpose
2.2 Iterate

3. Schedule



Generate DAG

◮ After selecting some algorithm; build a Directed Acyclic
Graph, or linear network of the computation.

f = 2a

c = 2a + 3b

g = 3b



Simplify DAG

◮ Visit each node in topological order and perform
simplifications based on rewrite rules.

◮ Remove addition/multiplication with 0/1
◮ Constant folding
◮ Identify common subexpressions

◮ Optionally transpose the DAG (inverting edges) and iterate
simplification.



Example
N=13; one pass of simplification



Example
N=13; DAG transposition and additional simplification



Schedule DAG

◮ Transform the optimized DAG into a C implementation.

◮ Schedule operations from a topological ordering

The FFTW algorithm for scheduling is asymptotically

provably optimal with respect to register or cache usage

when N is a power of 2.



Planner
Creating an optimal plan for a given input size

◮ Invoked at run-time

◮ Factor N in various ways to get several possible
decompositions into codelets, giving different plans for the
computation

◮ Measure the speed of different codelets to determine which
plan is likely the fastest

◮ Aquire wisdom that can be used to speed up planning later



Executor

# include <fftw3.h>

...

{

fftw_complex *in , *out;

...

in = ( fftw_complex *) fftw_alloc_complex (N);

out = ( fftw_complex *) fftw_alloc_complex (N);

fftw_plan p = fftw_plan_dft_1d (N, in , out ,

FFTW_FORWARD , FFTW_ESTIMATE );

...

fftw_execute (p); /* repeat as needed */

...

fftw_destroy_plan (p);

fftw_free (in ); fftw_free (out );

}



Summary

◮ Auto-tuning is a way to create optimized kernels automatically
for different platforms and hardware, giving portability and

performance.

◮ FFTW generates C-code for DFT kernels and chooses the
best plan for a given transform size dynamically.
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